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8. Pyramid 

There are many pyramids is 

discover in the Egypt nut the great 

pyramid of Giza has maximum 

height as compare to others which 

is approx. 300m. These pyramids 

are constructed with reference to 

the sunlight because the people 

consider sun as a God at that time 

 

7. Eiffel Tower:  

  Eiffel tower which is situated at Paris, France has 

height 324m from the ground. The Eiffel tower 

was only constructed for to show the iron is 

stronger than other construction material. The 

tower has 3 floor where, restaurant for visitors on 

the first and second floor and observatory on the 

third floor. 

 

6.Empire State Building :  

               Empire state building is the iconic 

building in the New York which is seen in 

the more than 90 Hollywood movies and 

has height 381m up to the roof and height 

including antenna is 443m high. It has 

observatory at 87th and 102th floor. 
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5. World Trade Centre:  

    It is situated at the new York, united 

states of America which is destroyed by al-

queda in 2001. There are 7 world trade 

centre in which first and second tower has 

largest height of 541m including antenna. 

 

 

 

4. Petronas Tower:  

               The patrons tower is also known as 

the PETRONAS twin tower is situated in Kuala-

lumpur , Malaysia.  Its construction is started 

at 1994 and completed in the 1999. This 

tower is designed by American architect 

CESAR PELLI. The tower is 481m high. A sky 

bridge two stories tall links to two towers 

between the 41st and 42nd stories. Its height is 

452m. 

 

 

3. Taipei 101: 

     The Taipei 101 is amazing building situated 

n Taiwan.  The tower consists of 101 stories and 

its construction is started at 1999 and 

completed in 2004 with total cost. The 
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construction cost of Taipei 101 is 1.7 billion. Its height is 509m. 

2. CN tower: 

       The CN tower is a 553.33m high 

concrete communication and 

observation tower in downtown Toronto, 

Canada.  The idea of the CN tower 

originated in 1968 when the Canadian 

national Railway wanted to build a 

large TV and radio communication 

platform to serve the Toronto area as 

well as demonstrate the strength of 

Canadian industry 

1.Burj Khalifa :  

          The Burj khalifa is currently a 

tallest building in the world having 

height 830 m and 163 stories. It is 

design by architect Adrian Smith. 

The developer of burj khalifa 

emaar constructions and 

contractor is Samsung c&t 

corporation.  


